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Abstract: The process of investments into re-constructed object and getting profit from invested money is
analyzed in the article. Reasoning of efficiency of investment project is done with the use of discounting
method which takes into consideration changes in prices for energy sources, services, inflation for the whole
period of realization of investment project, forecast for exchange rates, taxation system, depreciation of
equipment while developing production program, operational costs growth, change of main process flow
equipment, changes in economic standards. The example of investment program of development of water
treatment system of the city is given. New formula for measuring net discounted profit was proposed. Financial
model of the project was described, the payback period and net discounted profit were calculated. A variant
of de-installation works at an enterprise is offered which will increase efficiency of investment project.
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INTRODUCTION Investment process intended for creation of

One of the key reasons which hinder attracting home from the invested money takes place in parallel within
and foreign investments into technical re-equipping and some period of time. Calculated period or project life time,
reconstruction of morally out-of-date water supply as a rule, includes different periods, which differ in costs
systems and disposal of wasted water is high re-financing and profits: planning, construction, launching, use and
rates imposed by Central Bank of Russian Federation, liquidation.
long payback periods of the projects, economic and Such diagram of stages of life time of the project
political risks. suggests obligatory getting profit within periods of

Necessity of technical re-equipping or reconstruction launching and use. 
of water supply systems originates when water  intake In the same time, when the task is set to restore the
and treatment facilities, elements of collection and initial full capacity of the plant which was greatly reduced
distribution networks, pump stations, reserved and because of deteriorated quality of water in water source
regulating reservoirs, control and automation devices and more strict requirements [1-3] to the quality of
partially or in full are morally and technically out-of-date. drinking water, profit seems illusory. The profit can be
Such necessity is also determined by the increase in water very little also by the reason of inability to sale to other
consumption, inability of existing system or its separate organizations of morally depreciated equipment being re-
elements to provide needed quality and volume of clear installed at the stage of reconstruction. 
water under necessary pressure to water-distributing Profit can be obtained not in every case. For example,
facilities. with more strict requirements to the quality of drinking

Economic analysis of technical re-equipping or water: up to 60 mkg/l of chloroform (instead of 200 mkg/l),
reconstruction of such water supply systems must deal residual aluminum - up to 0,2 (instead of 0,5 mkg/l),
with technical appropriateness of realization of the project permanganate oxidizing rate - up to 5 mgO/l and restricted
and its influence, after realization, on change of tariffs for anti-bacteria requirements many water supply treatment
drinking water. Reconstruction project must be evaluated plants which can not achieve these norms need
individually as independent investment project. significant  investments for technical re-equipping of

reconstructed object and the process of getting profit
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water treatment systems with modern facilities and units. norms provided by Federal budget which were
It mostly can be seen when expensive ozone, absorbing, established on the base of calculations made by leading
membrane filtration, UF-radiation systems must be economists. Non-compliance of planned and factual
included into the system of water treatment. In such cases figures appear even in calculation for one year. An
we can expect only social effect at the expense of reduced attempt to use approximate data will lead to distortion of
risk for people's health due to improved water quality. estimates of investment projects. That is why in such

In such cases economically beneficial will be the conditions the use of more simple indicators will be
variant when the amount of money invested into the appropriate without regard to time factor. Such indicators
project will be minimal. And all variants will be compared are based on local (as a rule, annual) time intervals.
with due regard to discounted costs and minimal payback
period [4]. MATERIALS AND METHODS

If there are reasons to expect profit from realization of
the reconstruction project at the expense of higher rates This article contains methodological and practical
for water of increased quality sold to consumers, then, in recommendations in regard to evaluation of efficiency of
this case, reasoning of investments can be done by complex reconstruction projects on the base of
method of discounting and internal annual rate of return discounted indicators. Analysis of literature and practical
[5, 6]. study of modernization, re-equipping of production in

However in conditions of non-stable market economy market conditions allow to thnk that the following tasks
the use of discounted indicators is not always good by must be solved:
the following reasons: it is impossible to predict the
amounts of money flows for the period of 10-15 years and Development of investment program of improvement
more; weak insurance system can not protect from risks of engineer infrastructure of water supply treatment
incurred; high discount rate (price of capital in financial facilities, provision of technological and ecological
market) which exceed objective opportunities of security of the water supply and treatment objects;
constructors and designers for creation of real production Improvement of quality of water treatment as a result
projects with such high profitability of assets which of reconstruction of treatment facilities;
would allow to choose projects by discounted values. Evaluation of targeted indicators and their values for
These problems are clearly seen while evaluating projects life time of the project when efficient variant of de-
of reconstruction and broadening of centralized water installation works is used;
supply system, belonging to municipal councils, where Evaluation of efficiency of the project as a whole on
only city’s own money or the money obtained from the base of changed method of calculation of net
increased tariffs for population, or credits which must be discounted profit and payback period.
returned in future can be used.

For giving grounds to investment projects efficiency Main Part: For selection and realization of standard
by means of discounted indicators you should know the investment projects by method of net discounted profit
following: change of prices for energy sources, services (NDP) we have to incur costs (money outflow) at first and
and other things with due regard to inflation for the whole only after that we shall have money inflow. It must be
period of realization of investment project; forecast for taken into account that investment must be performed not
exchange rates; data about taxation system including by loans but by the money of the company. We assume
basic rates of budgets of different levels; physical that inflation and risks are absent. Payback of the project
depreciation of the equipment for production program, will take place by net profit and amortization payments
identification of the growth of operational costs, exchange (money got by the company); and all other intermediary
of main flow process equipment; change of economic indicators: volume of sales, production costs, taxes etc.
standards (refinancing rate of Central Bank, discount rate, will be not included in our analysis in order to simplify the
tax rate, fees, minimum monthly payment [7]. calculations.

In [8] it is mentioned that this information can be In home economic literature the sum of annual net
obtained in perspective plans and governmental bodies' profit and amortization costs is defined as “money
forecasts.  However  it  is  not  clear   how   enterprises inflow”. We also assume that this money inflow will be
(for example MUE Vodokanal) can get) access to these the same for the whole period of the project realization. 
data  - because  they are not available for the period of These conditions lead to a bit changed formula of
10-15 years. Inflation rates for the last years exceed the modified (m) NDP:
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profit. While evaluating investments for reconstruction
(1)

T  = Tc, c

T  = Tc service

where:

P  and at are net annual profit and amortization in yeart

t;
K  - investments amount;t

E- discount rate;
T and T  - time of construction and use of thec service

object, years.

Indicator NDP(m) is good for alternative projects
(selection) and for single projects in the same time [9]. In
the last case the zero positive value of it means that
specific barrier discount rate is overcome and allows to
say “yes” to realization, with due regard to other factors.
[10, 11].

As it was already mentioned, with zero profit (only
socially significant effect) the first item in formula (1) is
missed and the most profitable variant is the one which
has:

(2)

In any case while re-construction or re-equipping
investment plan (program) must be drawn up where
planned money obtained from investment activity,
efficiency of investment, revenue of the enterprise, the
costs which the enterprise can incur from net profit
should be mentioned. For example:

The payment for exceeding limits for sewage water
discharge can be reduced (all payment for exceeding
VAT - from profit) or at the expense of reduction of
deposition volumes which must be dehydrated and
utilized;
Initial project capacity of the plant will be restored
(full guaranteed Q ) which at the moment offg

beginning of reconstruction was lower than Qip

(initial project capacity) and then additional inflow of
money will come thanks to the sales of additional
quantity of water of improved quality (in bottles) etc.

In both cases it will allow MUE Vodokanal to get net
profit; and in the 1st case - also reduce taxes imposed on

this should be taken into consideration (Table 5 below,
item 4).

For  these conditions  we  shall  evaluate,  as an
example,  efficiency  of  some  imaginary  innovative
project on reconstruction of water supply treatment
facilities, intended for broadening of technological
opportunities and ecological security of the objects which
take part in preparation of drinking water for municipal
needs.

Let us assume that the tasks of investment project are
improvement of quality of drinking water and increase in
capacity of water supply system. The example of plan of
technical measures on modernization of the water
clarification system and the time of its realization are given
in Table 1.

On the base of calculations of building and
installation works for given conditions the approximate
costs of works were calculated for this reconstruction
project.

Approximate sum of financing of all measures of
investment program was 25 million roubles. The costs
include the price of equipment, measuring tools and
cables, price of building and installation works,
engineering service costs (15% of BIW) and costs of risks
and urgent costs in size of 10% from full value of the
project.

Sources of investment: 70% are own money of MUE
Vodokanal; 30% - money which will be obtained after
realization of drinking water (services).

The calculation of economic efficiency of innovative
project on reconstruction of water supply treatment
facilities was done ( modernization of water clarification
system).

Analysis of money flows was done, the money which
will be left with the enterprise in dynamics from one period
to another was calculated Money inflow will be formed
thanks to investment increment in tariff. 

In general, financial plan of the enterprise is
calculated in such a way that constant positive balance of
cash will be kept within all periods of project realization
(except for 1 quarter of 2011). 

The indicators of efficiency of investments were
calculated with discount rate of 11% (Table 2).

These  indicators  demonstrate  that  in   36  months
a  after  the  beginning  of   the   project   money  inflow
will completely cover the investments cost. Payback
period in this case signalize about risk of innovative
project. Data  from  Table  2  testify  efficiency  of  this
project.
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Table 1: Plan of technical measures intended for modernization of water
clarification system.

No Description of works
1. Reconstruction of clarifiers with suspended deposition 

(changing of the level of water extraction from the facility, 
closing of medium windows etc.)

2. Filtering unit modernization
3. Reconstruction of the system for washing of 

filtering unit (installation of the piping, valves etc.)

Table 2: Indicators of efficiency of investment project on reconstruction of
water clarification system at water treatment plant of the city.

Indicator Value
Discount rate, % 11,0
Payback period, months 36
Discounted payback period, months 36
Net money flow, thousands roubls 11003,17
Net discounted profit 30424,06
Coefficient of profitability of discounted investments 2,217
Internal rate of profitability, % 240

As we have already mentioned, reconstruction and
technical re-equipping suggests de-installation works.
Here demounted elements can be sold to other
enterprises, or utilized, in this case the plant will get profit.
In this case de-installation works should be considered as
independent stage of innovative project. The enterprise
is interested in efficiency of innovative project, that is
why it wants to reduce costs of de-installation  works,
time  of  these  works,  provide  maximum  return  value
from use or sales of the pipeline, valves. Variants of use
of de-installed  elements  depend  both  on  the state of
de-installed systems and the ideas of the project 

Firstly, the enterprise can fully use de-installed
elements for its own production after their modernization
in the workshops. 

De-installation organization in accordance with
contract should provide physical and technical conditions
of these elements and hand them over to the customers or
the enterprise after de-installation. 

Secondly, the enterprise can partially use de-installed
elements for their own needs and realize the rest for
highest prices.

Thirdly, the enterprise can sell all de-installed
elements to the de-installing organization or third party.

Thus, efficient performance of de-installation works
during reconstruction and use of de-installed elements
will allow the enterprise to get profit from realization The
enterprise must choose adequate variant of de-installation
works which will increase efficiency of the whole
innovative project. This can be achieved by comparison
of possible variants of de-installation works on the base

of payback period duration, or while considering the
amount  of  net  discounted  profit  for some specified
date.

We shall designate the years of development and
realization of innovative project as: 0, 1,2 ....i. t. Every year
has its costs : 30, 3i, 3t. Results, obtained in the
corresponding year: RO, R1, Ri..Rt. Net profit of i-year is
NPi = Ri-3i.

Side by side with other costs and results the
indicators of de-installation works must be also taken into
consideration. These are calculated costs of de-
installation works, transportation and storage of de-
installed elements, as a result - income which is obtained
from sales of de-installed elements or from processing and
realization of items which are made from these elements.

Then net discounted profit of i-year will be NMP =
(Ri - Çi)di.

Since the value of the discounting coefficient is
reduced with every year (the profit is discounted to the
beginning of the project), then in order to increase NDP it
will be profitable to sell items as soon as possible (not to
store de-installed elements at the warehouse).

In order to determine general summarized net
discounted profit to t-year it is necessary to add annual
inflows from zero to t-year.

At the initial stage of the project the enterprise as a
rule incurs losses, that is why NDP will be negative. With
growth of production summarized result will increase and
by the end of t-year it will be equal to the costs, in other
words, NDP(t ) will be 0. This year will be the year of0

payback completion. [12].
In order to reduce payback period it is necessary to

increase the accumulation of NDP i [13, 14] for example, by
working in shifts, performing re-construction in parallel
with production, accelerated sales of de-installed
technical systems or reduction of durability of the process
of reconstruction (including reduction of duration of de-
installation works).

CONCLUSION

In conditions of world economic crisis construction
sector of Russian economy suffers big difficulties, in
particular,  the  access to credit resources is restricted
even  for   such  big  companies  as Mirax Group.
Practically all  developers  must  now  rely  only  upon
their  own  money  which  are  insufficient  for realization
of new and completion of existing projects, the situation
with  companies  which  used  mostly loans is much
worse.
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